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ABSTRACT - Rural entrepreneurship was a neglected domain throughout the past, but with the unfold of education 

and awareness among the agricultural enterprisers the image has been changed and thus the agricultural enterpriser 

has emerged as today’s most haunting and sacred entrepreneurs. When we have a tendency to speak about a nation, 

the agricultural entrepreneurship plays a role among the economic development and makes important contributions to 

the process of the country. The event of the country would be really slow if the agricultural entrepreneurship is 

neglected and stopped to affix the foremost stream of productive activities. This paper unfolds the importance of rural 

entrepreneurship and collectively focuses the role of rural entrepreneurs among the Indian economy and conjointly 

their contributions to the economic development. Varied broader objectives like growth with equity are achieved by 

enabling the event of rural entrepreneurship. There’s necessity of molding and shaping the agricultural 

entrepreneurship with the entrepreneurial traits and skills. This could alter the entrepreneurs to adapt with the 

changing trends in every the domestic and world markets and designed up competencies enough to sustain and try for 

excellence. The paper collectively makes an attempt to look out the challenges and problems for the potentiality of rural 

entrepreneurship. It collectively tries to concentrate on the most problems Janus-faced by entrepreneurs notably 

among the sector of commercialism of product, various primary amenities like water, convenience of electricity, 

transport facilities, required energy and financial amenities. Among the light-weight of this associate degree analysis 

paper focuses on the most challenges and problems on the market within the Indian market by en-cashing the chances 

and prospects of an analogous to be an prepared and winning entrepreneur. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Idea of Rural entrepreneurship: In twenty first centaury 

management rural entrepreneurship has emerged as a 

dynamic idea. Generally formulation rural entrepreneurship 

is idea as “entrepreneurship rising at village level which 

might happen in a very sort of fields of Endeavour like 

trade, business, agriculture and act as a potent issue for 

overall economic development. Compared to earlier days 

development of rural areas are connected to 

entrepreneurship. Which means of entrepreneurship isn't a 

simple task. Entrepreneurship means that primarily 

innovation to some, to others it means that risk taking? To 

others a market helpful force and to some others it means 

beginning, managing a owning a little business. associate 

degree enterpriser may be a one who either begin new 

combination of production activities like new merchandise, 

new ways of production, new markets, finds new sources of 

offer and new merchandise and new structure forms or as 

someone WHO is essentially willing to require risks or a 

person who by exploiting market opportunities, eliminates 

state of affairs between mixture demand associate degreed 

aggregate offer or together WHO owns and operates an 

enterprise. 

1.1 MEANING OF RURAL 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP: 

In easy terms “entrepreneurship” is that the act of being 

associate degree enterpriser, which might be outlined as 

“one WHO undertakes innovations, finance and business 

acumen in an endeavor to remodel innovations into 

economic goods”. The matter is actually lopsided 

development that may be a development of 1 space at the 

price of development of another place, with concomitant 

associated issues of underdevelopment. For example, we've 

seen underemployment or state within the villages that has 

junction rectifier to major inflow of rural population to the 

cities. At the present what's required is to make a scenario 

whereby the migration from rural areas to urban areas 

comes down. Migration intrinsically isn't continually 

undesirable however it ought to be minimum as way as 

employment is worried. So true ought to be such 
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